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This contribution addresses the applicability of an efficient lattice Boltzmann-based single-phase free-surface model for
the simulation of wave impact on the side walls of 2-D containers. The computational efficiency of the method is known
to allow for very short turnaround times, but wave impact simulations have not been investigated in detail yet. Results for
a selected wave impact case are discussed, the convergence behavior in space and time is analyzed, and limitations of the
single-phase free-surface model are revealed. The results show that lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)-based single-phase
free-surface models are a viable tool for predicting the impact wave behavior, but the quality of the pressure signal is limited,
because of the absence of air in the simulations.

INTRODUCTION

The efficient numerical simulation of violent tank sloshing and
wave impact is important to many different fields of engineer-
ing. Besides the numerical accuracy of the employed solvers, the
computational efficiency and the time to solution are of inter-
est as well, as even two-dimensional simulations of tank sloshing
require a substantial amount of computational time. In this con-
text, a very efficient numerical methodology based on the lattice
Boltzmann method (LBM) is assessed in this paper. The LBM is
an alternative to conventional methods on the basis of the Navier–
Stokes equations that offers solver-specific advantages in terms of
data locality and parallel computing. The LBM usually operates
on a finite difference grid, is explicit in time, and requires only
next neighbor interaction. It is very suitable for implementation
on graphics processing units (GPUs) and other high-performance
computing (HPC) hardware. Recently published LB results com-
prise laminar and turbulent bulk flows, multiphase flows, and free-
surface flow applications. For all applications, a comparably high
computational performance on both CPU- and GPU-based paral-
lel architectures is reported.

In the scope of this contribution, the applicability of the LBM
to tank sloshing and wave impact is analyzed. Emphasis is given
to the actual result accuracy, times to solution, and potential prob-
lems of the free-surface model. First, a short description of the
LBM for bulk flows and the employed LBM free-surface model
is given before addressing the violent tank sloshing case. Finally,
conclusions are drawn and future perspectives are discussed.

DETAILS OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD

Opposite to classical computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
solvers of macroscopic Navier–Stokes equations, the LBM oper-
ates on a mesoscopic scale. The primary variable of mesoscopic
approaches is the particle distribution function f 4t1x1�5, which
specifies the probability of finding a particle at position x at time
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t with velocity �. The evolution of these distribution functions f
is described by the Boltzmann equation:
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The left-hand side of this equation is an advection-type expres-
sion. The collision operator ì on the right-hand side describes
the molecular, microscopic interactions of particles on a stochas-
tic level, which leads to a mesoscopic point of view. To obtain a
model with reduced computational costs, the Boltzmann equation
is further discretized in velocity space �. In this work, a D2Q9
model with nine discrete particle velocities e� is used, yielding
the following set of nine discrete Boltzmann equations (Quian et
al., 1992):
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A standard finite difference discretization in space and time on
a grid with c = ãx/ãt = 1 (grid spacing ãx, time stepping ãt)
consistent with the magnitude of e� leads to the lattice Boltzmann
equation:

f�4t +ãt1x + e�ãt5− f�4t1x5=ì� (3)

Equation 3 may be split into a nonlinear collision, which drives
the particle distribution functions to equilibrium locally, and a
nonlocal but linear propagation step, where the postcollision par-
ticle distribution functions are advected to the neighbor nodes.
Density fluctuation � and momentum �0u are the first two hydro-
dynamic moments of the particle distribution functions:
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and satisfy the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations up to
errors of O4ãx25 and O4Ma25 (Junk and Yang, 2009).

Collision Operators

For the collision operator ì�, several models of different com-
plexity are available. They all drive the particle distribution func-
tions to an equilibrium state, with a viscosity-dependent relaxation
rate. In this work, a multiple relaxation time (MRT) model is used


